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As proposed by Liu [8] the simplicial depth of a point  with
respect to a data set  in  is the fraction of closed simplices given by  of the data points containing  . We
propose an alternative definition for simplicial depth which
remains valid over a continuous probability field and fixes
some problems in the finite sample case.
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A data depth measures how deep (central) a given point
(')* is relative to + , a probability distribution in , or
relative to a given data cloud. Data depth provides an alternative analysis to classical staticstic because no assumption
about the underlying distribution is needed, only the relative positions of the data points. However, many data depth
functions are quite expensive to compute, thus study of these
functions and related algorithms is essential for these functions to become more useful in statistics.
Most depth functions are defined with respect to a probability distribution + , considering -/.1032/454627.8"9 random observations from + . The sample version of the depth function is obtained by replacing + by +:8 , the empirical distribution of the sample -3.;032/454627.8"9 . We mainly discuss the
finite sample version of simplicial depth [8], although some
references are made to the continuous case.
To distinguish between the depth of points -/.1< 9 from the
original data set and the depth of any other point of = ,
points not part of the data set are referred to as positions.
Facet is used to define the facets of a specific simplex defined by >? data points. The facets subdivide  into
regions. A cell is the set of all positions connected by a path
which does not intersect a facet.
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Several properties of depth functions were introduced by Liu
[8]. Recently Serfling and Zuo [9] formulated a general definition of desirable properties of depth functions, based on
Liu’s work, and evaluated several depth functions according
to these properties. The desirable properties:
P1. Affine invariance: The depth of a point  should not
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depend on the underlying coordinate system, or, in particular, on the scales of the underlying measurements.
P2. Maximality at center: For a distribution having a
uniquely defined center (e.g. a point of symmetry), the depth
function should attain maximum value at the center.
P3. Monotonicity Relative to Deepest Point: As a point
 moves away from the ‘deepest point’ (the point at which
the depth function attains a maximum) along any fixed ray
through the center, the depth at  should decrease monotonically.
P4. Vanishing at Infinity: The depth of a point  should
approach zero as P6P QP5P approaches R .
For applications of data mining and classification of large
data sets, consistency under dimensions change would be another desirable property. We propose:
P5. Invariance under dimensions change: The relative
depth of any two positions should not depend on the dimension in which the depth was computed.
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Introduced by Liu [8], Simplicial depth is robust and affine
invariant.
Definition 1 Simplicial depth (Liu [8]): Given a probability distribution + in  , the simplicial depth of  is the probability that
_*`b a belongs to a random _Eclosed
p simplex in  :
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where .>0$2F4F4/4 .
sr 0vt is a closed simplex formed by
random observations from + 1 .

Definition 2 Simplicial depth for the sample version (Liu
[8]): The simplicial depth of a point  with respect to a data
set yjz-/. 0 2F4/4F4/27. 8 9 is the fraction of the closed simplices
formed by >{ points of  containing  , where I is the
indicator function:
_*`ba <5c"dg7"i|j?} 8 0q6 WA Q6/&&& Q5  vG .
0u~$
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Several problems arise in the finite sample case of simplicial
depth under Liu’s definition. Serfling and Zuo found that the
function does not behave well in some finite sample cases
(under the desirable properties) and may be unattractive for

 s 7 s L represents the convex hull of the ¢¡¤£ points. If the
  7 7o v   is not affinely independent then      uo s  
¥ but rather a convex object contained within a ¦ -flat
¦,§¨
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number of which contain  in their open interior, and d,2u"i
is the number of simplices which contain  in their boundary.
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Figure 1: The Zuo-Serfling
[9]: Coun_ 0©j Counterexamples
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ter 0 in  0 , _*`<5²´cK³ dG®  0/ij
¯0° and _*`_*a <6`cKdo²´ ³ 0/ ij 0± ° .
Violates
P3.
dT® 0iµj 0 ¯ ° and
df 0/i¶j
·
¸
.
Consistent
with
P3.
Counterexample
2:
For
_0 ° ¸ j¹-Xdº»^2vWi2/dºw«#2u i2/d¼#2º»3is9 with center
¸
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in
_*` a <6c dT® ¸ ixj ¸0 ¸ ° and _*` a <5c df ¸ i½j ¸0 . Violates P3.,
_*` ²´¸ ³  dT® ¸ iEj ¸0 ° and _*` ²n³  df ¸ i,j¿¸ ¾ .° Consistent with
°
°
P3.
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For continuous distributions and for positions lying in the interior of cells, the revised definition reduces to Liu’s original
definition. Significantly, the revised definition corrects irregularity at boundaries of simplices (Section 1.3 and Figure
3(a)), assigning the depth of a point on the boundary between
two cells the average of the depth of the cells (Proposition 2).
The Zuo-Serfling counterexamples [9] are also all solved by
the revised definition (see Figure 1).
Lemma 1 The simplicial depth of any two positions in the
same cell is equal 4 .

some forms of statistical analysis. Our revised definition removes some of their concerns and alleviates other problems.
Section 2.1 will describe how the revised definition alleviates
these problems.
Maximality and Monotonicity: The Simplicial Depth
function is a statistical depth function, in the sense of Serfling and Zuo’s definition [9], for a continuous angularly
symmetric distribution. Zuo and Serfling show, however,
that the simplicial depth function for the finite sample case
fails to satisfy the maximality (P2) and monotonicity (P3)
properties using several counterexamples, two of them presented in a slightly modified form in Figure 1. The revised
definition, as described below resolves the problems raised
by these counterexamples. Nonetheless, as shown in Section
3, the maximality and monotonicity properties still do not
hold.
Positions on Facets: Depth of positions on facets causes
discontinuities in the depth function. The depth of all positions on the boundary of a cell is at least the depth of a
position on its interior. In most cases the depth values on the
boundaries are higher than the depth in each of the adjacent
cells (e.g. Figure 3(a)).
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Definition 3 Revised Simplicial Depth: Given a data set
½j?-/. 0 2F4/4F4/27. 8 9 in * , the simplicial depth of a point 
is the average of the fraction of closed simplices containing
 and the fraction of open simplices containing  :

_*` ²´³  df,g7 ij ¸0 } 8 0,Ã  q5^WA   /&&&  6   G
sr 70 q~ 5 ^ 6A ´B3&&& Q5  uGfÅ

<68$Ä
where
refers
   to the open relative interior3 of
_:p . <  2F4Fint
this can be formulated as:
_*`b²´³  df4/,427g7.  iw< jÇt Æ". dfEquivalently,
,27 iÈ ¸W0 É df,27 i , where Æ"df,27 i is the
2 Zuo and Serfling divide the number of simplices enclosing a query point
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by
, while we use
. Counterexample 3 compares the depth of degenerate, multiple points and is not described here because data points are
currently only partially treated under the revised definition(Section 3).
3 See Edelsbrunner [5], page 401.

Proposition 2 The simplicial depth of a position on a facet
between two cells is equal to the average of the depths of
a position in the two adjacent cells, assuming that only 
points lie on the hyperplane defined by the facet. 4
Corollary 3 For a data set ¶jÑ-/.Ò032F4/4F47.8"9 in general
position, the median value is attained in the interior of a cell
or at a data point. 4
Proposition 4 The depth of the position at the intersection
between two or more facets is equal to the average of the
depths of two opposite cells 5 of the intersection point, assuming only  points lie on any hyperplane defined by the
facets. 4
Proposition 5 For a data set zjÓ-/. 0 2/4F4/427. 8 9 in * , in
general position, the ordering of data points by their simplicial depth due to Liu’s definition is unchanged by the revised
definition. 4
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Consider the case where a data set ÈØwjÙ-3. 0 2F4F4/4F2u. 8 9 (Ú1Û
Ü )¸ consisting of a set of collinear points is analyzed as an
 data set instead of as an  0 data set. Assume w.l.o.g.
that these Ú points lie on the x-axis (see Figure 2(a)). Table
1 compares the depth assigned by¸ Liu’s definition and by
the revised definition for  and  , where Ý represents the

number of data points which lie to the left of the position or
¸ under consideration.
data point
` , with ß between Þ
In`  , for a degenerate simplex Þ»ß
and (see Figure 2(b)), the revised definition assumes that
the point ß and a position à , between
and ß , lie within
` . Þ Both
the open (degenerate) simplex Þ»ß
points Þ and
4 For

proofs see [3]
cells whose boundaries both contain a position lying on the intersection of two or more hyperplanes induced by the data set are opposite
cells if and only if the two cells lie on opposite sides of every facet that
contains . It can be shown that at each intersection, every cell has a unique
opposite.
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Figure 2: Data set
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achieve a depth of që « as vertices of the simplex. Liu’s
definition assigns
p ` a depth of 1 to all points and positions on
the interval Þ>2 t .
For both definitions, the ratio of the depths of a position
0
¸å
¸ ´Ø is analyzed
when
first as an  data set and second as an
 data set is . The same ratio for points¸å rather than positions by Liu’s definition is not identical to . As desired, the
¸å for data points under the revised definition is uniformly
ratio
¸
, resulting in a scaling
between the depths when analyzed
¸ as discussed
by the  0 and  . This property is desirable
in Section 1, (P5). Although it holds for  ë$ 0 , additional
work is needed to generalize this for higher dimensions (Section 3).
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The revised definition maintains the time complexity in existing algorithms, after certain modifications.

ð

Existing ñwdoÚ×ò6ó^ôÚ¢i lower bound algorithms for com¸ depth of a point or a position 
puting the _ simplicial
relative to in  . [6, 1]

ð

Cheng and Ouyang’s õbdoÚ i algorithm_ [4] for computing the simplicial depth of  relative to (based on [6]).

ð

Computing the depth of all Ú data points in 
using the duality transform [6, 7].

¸
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Figure 3: (a) Discontinuities in Simplicial depth at_*positions
`
on
Position à , in an outer cell, has depth _*` doàij
¸ ö ° ;facets:
Þ , in a neighboring cell, has depth d¼Þ»i=j
¸ ¯ ° . position
However, position
on the boundary between the two
_*`¨a <5c"d¼ß ß¬i÷
cells has depth
j ¸ ± ° , greater than the depth of
definition. Data
à and Þ . (b) A problem with the ·urevised
ø¸
points A, B, and C all have depth 0v0 ±å ° ·u,· and data point D, at
¸
the center of the data set, has depth 0u0 ° . For clarity not all
cells are drawn.

ð


Aloupis et al. [2] ¸ algorithm
ö for computing the simplicial median 6 in  in õbdoÚ i .
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Maximality and Monotonicity Although the revised definition fixes many of the examples presented by Zuo and Serfling [9], it does not achieve all desired properties in the sample case. Figure 3(b)` shows an example where the data set
has a unique center, , but it neither attains maximality at
the center nor does it have monotonicity relative to the deepest point (properties P2, P3).
Data Points: The revised definition does not solve all the
problems in sample data sets. For instance, each edge is inherently part of ÚJªÐ« simplices while each point is part of
} 8 ¸ 0 ~ simplices. A simple scaling does not take care of this
problem as the depth of a point should be at least the minimum depth of all adjacent cells, which is not guaranteed
simply by scaling. Thus the depth of a point should also depend on the geometry of the data set.
6 The

simplicial median is the point with the highest simplicial depth.
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Higher
Dimensions: For invariance under dimensions
ú
change (P5), the depth of a position in û when compared to
*¬d¼üýy i should be related by a multiple based on the number of ü -dimensional simplices of which a  -dimensional
simplex is a facet.
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We present a modification to the definition of simplicial
depth, that solves some of the problems raised in the past.
We are currently investigating how to cope with the computation of the depth of data points in high dimensions, while
maintaining the desirable properties, as described in Section
3. In addition we are working on approximation algorithms
based on the local properties of the depth function, to enable
efficient approximation for high dimensional data.
In [3] we present a connection between simplicial depth
and halfspace depth. We believe that this relation can be
further utilized to study the properties of the two depth functions and further improve algorithms’ complexity.
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